Prison facilities, mental correctional institutions, sports bars and places of public protest are prone to sudden violence and conflicts. Surveillance systems play an important role in mitigation of hostile behavior and improvement of security by detecting such provocative and aggressive activities. This research proposed using automatic aggressive behavior and anger detection to improve the effectiveness of the surveillance systems. An emotion and aggression aware component will make the surveillance system highly responsive and capable of alerting the security guards in real time. This research proposed facial expression, head, hand and body movement and speech tracking for detecting anger and aggressive actions. Recognition was achieved using support vector machines and rule based features. The multimodal affect recognition precision rate for anger improved by 15.2% and recall rate improved by 11.7% when behavioral rule based features were used in aggressive action detection.
INTRODUCTION
Surveillance systems can highly benefit from automated detection of aggressive activity and anger. An effective and highly responsive security system can be used in several violence and hostility prone places such as prison facilities, mental correctional institutes, sports events and social public gatherings. Early detection of aggressive and provocative actions will help security guards to take measures to prevent the hostile behavior from getting out of control. An affect aware surveillance system can also be useful in detecting aggressive behavior displayed by an agitated customer at a store or hotel counter, identifying angry passengers in a flight or detection of bullying in a school hallway, gymnasium or a sport field. This research used infrared based sensor such as Microsoft Kinect to detect human aggressive activity and anger from multiple modalities such as facial expression, body posture, head movement, hand movement and speech. Research has shown [Castellano et al. 2008 ] that multimodal affect recognition has better detection accuracy as compared to unimodal affect recognition. According to a study [Gunes and Piccardi 2009 ] use of temporal features in addition to location based features improved the recognition accuracy. But the researchers identified the lack of emotion recognition systems that have combined data from head, face, hand, body and speech, all at once. Hence the first objective of this work was to study the accuracy, precision and recall rates of aggressive activity and anger detection from head, face, body, hand and speech data channels, unified in the same emotion recognition system. The feature vector used for training the classifiers was obtained from position and temporal data across multiple frames. The second objective of the research was studying the use of rule based features to boost the recognition rates of the automatic aggression recognition process. The feature vector for the rule based features contained motion data from face, limbs and body across multiple frames.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Researchers used dynamic Bayesian networks [Zajdel et al. 2007 ] for multimodal fusion and studied the use of low level descriptors of environmental noise and scene such as screams, passing of train and its use in aggressive human behavior. In a 39:2 A. Patwardhan et al. research work [Lefter et al. 2012 ] information about feature correlation obtained during fusion processes was used to improve aggression detection prediction. Violent scenes from videos were detected using multi-step process in a study [Giannakopoulos et al. 2010] . In this research the initial step estimated probabilistic measures of classes and the second step used ensemble classification for fusion of audio visual data. Researchers [Datta et al. 2002] used motion trajectory and orientation of limbs for detecting violent human activity based on acceleration measure vector. A study done on urban environments [Andersson et al. 2010 ] used two steps process for aggressive behavior recognition. The first step used low level event detection from audio and video channels and the second step combined the data from individual modalities to perform disambiguation. Results indicated degradation of performance when audio channel was excluded or the number of video cameras was reduced. In a study [Mecocci and Micheli 2007] low level feature such as spatial-temporal behavior of color stains, motion parameters and warping was analyzed to predict aggressive human activity based on maximum warping energy index. A research work [Metallinou et al. 2008] showed that the classifier combinations in multimodal emotion recognition resulted in higher performance. The study used Bayesian classifier weighting scheme and support vector machines that used post classification accuracies as the features. Gaussian mixture models were used for individual modalities. A study [Schuller et al. 2002] analyzed multiple modalities such as speech and haptical interation to detect user emotion. The features used for speech modality were pitch, prosody, word rate and degree of verbosity. Research work [De Silva 2004] showed that the combination of audio and visual features using a rule based technique improved the emotion recognition accuracy for the six universal emotions. Researchers [Zeng et al. 2008 ] used multistream fused hidden markov model to develop an algorithm for detecting four different affective states from audio and visual modalities. A study [Sung et al. 2011 ] performed on human activity recognition used hierarchical maximum entropy model. In this study smaller subsets of human activity were used to construct a two-layer graph using a dynamic programming approach. A survey [Aggarwal and Ryoo 2011] provided human activity recognition methodologies and public datasets. The survey discussed performance comparison, statistical approach, syntactical and descriptive approach for a single person activity analysis. Researchers [Cheng et al. 2011 ] focused on small human groups to study the human activity based on motion and appearance based spatiotemporal features. The study used multiple kernel learning methods to recognize group activities. A research [Zhang and Sawchuk 2012] provided a statistical framework to model human activity based on primitive motion based features. The study described a bag of features extracted from a stream of continuous sensor data by dividing into smaller relevant windows. A study [Ghasem-Aghaee et al. 2009 ] used fuzzy expert system to simulate anger and aggression in an intelligent agent. In a study mid-level predictions were fused using low level feature data, extracted from fight sequences in Hollywood movies to detect violence. A study [Zhang et al. 2013 ] provided answers to challenges in communication and interaction between humans and computers that involved multiple modalities.
METHOD OVERVIEW
In this research we proposed detection of aggressive actions and anger using multiple modalities. The detection was achieved using two stage process involving anger and Aggressive actions and anger detection from multiple modalities using Kinect 39:3 aggression recognition classification with first stage using support vector machine and the second stage using rule based features. The feature vector definition for both stages is described in the following sections. The experimental setup included a Kinect sensor which provided multimodal input data to the computer system running the affect recognition program. Joint location and movement, facial expressions and words were tracked from multiple modalities such as hand movement, body posture, head gesture, face and speech. 6 basic emotions [Ekman, 1999] and 1 neutral state were used to define class labels for a total of 7 classes. Five individuals enacted aggressive actions, angry facial expressions and other non-aggressive emotional gestures for 21 sessions (3 acts for each of the 7 emotional state). Duration of each act varied between 15 seconds to 1 minute. This resulted in a total of 105 (5 x 7 x 3) sessions. The individuals also used speech, raised voice and tone to express anger and aggression. The data was captured in controlled lighting with full frontal orientation with a distance of 1.5 to 4 meters from the Kinect infrared sensor camera. The dataset was split into 80% training data and 20% test data. The classifier was trained using 10-fold cross validation. Radial basis function was used as the non-linear kernel function. The slack variable C was set to 1 and gamma value for head, face, body and hand modality were 1/12, 1/60, 1/8 and 1/16 respectively. Finally, the detection results were evaluated on the 20% test data which was not used in the initial training of the classifiers. We implemented the multimodal emotion recognition system using C#.NET and Kinect API and integrated it with speech based emotion detection library called openEar [Eyben et al. 2009 ] and called it ARUMM (Affect recognition using multiple modalities). The list of actions was developed based on ideas from existing research [Gunes and Piccardi, 2009] , [Castellanos, et al. 2008] . The authors explained the situation to the actors and the actors reacted with one of the actions and dialog from the available list. The actors were given freedom to spontaneously enact actions and dialogs from the list or even improvise. 
Feature Definition
The location based feature vector used for hand movement was defined by coordinates of the shoulder, elbow and wrist joints of both arms. The angle made by each pair of joints with the horizontal axis was also used as a feature. In addition to the location based feature a temporal feature vector was also used to train the classifier. The temporal feature vector was defined as the velocity of the movement of the joints across two consecutive frames. The x and y component of the velocity vector was calculated using the displacement in the x and y co-ordinates of the joints Aggressive actions and anger detection from multiple modalities using Kinect 39:5 divided by the time difference between the consecutive frames. The location based and temporal feature vector are shown in Equation (1) and Equation (2) respectively.
where n is the total number of joints tracked and m is the total number of pair of joints. Pti (x) is the x-coordinate of the i th tracked point. The suffix L is used to indicate feature vector is based on location of joints.
where n is the total number of joints tracked and ΔVti (s) is the magnitude component of the velocity vector of the i th displacement. ϴi is the orientation of the velocity vector. The suffix T is used to indicate that the feature vector is based on movement of joints. The feature vector for the head modality was defined using 12 tracked points on the head as shown in Equation (3) and (4).
where n = 12 for location and temporal feature vector for head modality.
The location and temporal feature vector for the facial expression were defined using 60 tracked points from the facial region as shown in Equation (5) and Equation (6).
where n = 60 for location and temporal feature vector from face modality.
The 60 tracked points on the facial region included points such as lower and upper lips, lower and upper eye lid, left and right cheek, chin, tip of nose etc. The location and temporal feature vector definition for body posture modality is provided in Equation (7) and Equation (8).
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where n = 12 for location and temporal feature vector from body posture modality.
The speech modality was based on speech recognition application programming interface (API) from Microsoft. The affect recognition implementation in the research used a dictionary of words associated with anger to perform a lookup whenever the user uttered a word. If there was a match from the set of words defining the anger emotion class with a confidence level of more than 0.3 then the detected emotion was assigned the anger class. The dictionary was stored in an xml file. The dictionary used for lookup is described as follows. 
Rule based features
In addition to the existing approaches to feature definition we proposed development of novel features from human behavior and body language. This research proposed a concept of "behavioral rule based features" to estimate an emotion and evaluated their effectiveness in emotion prediction when used along with geometric features for training a classifier. This research proposed a set of rules and temporal features across multiple frames to track movement of each feature point. Each rule was derived from emotional human behavior. For instance, rules were developed to track nodding the head, shrugging the shoulders and raising eyebrows. The motivation to use rules for emotion estimation was drawn from research done in emotional gesture recognition [Zhang and Yap, 2012] and adaptive rule based facial expression recognitions [Ioannou, et al. 2004] . The studies have demonstrated successful affect recognition by using limited set of gesture based rules and rules extracted from various facial expression profiles. (Coulson, 2010) used 176 computer generated mannequins from shoulder, hand, head descriptors and showed that each posture and movement can be attributed to one of the six basic emotions. The rule based features for anger and aggressive activity depend on evaluation of a series of rules that define anger and aggression. The number of evaluations that satisfied the rule definition determines the confidence level of the aggression recognition. For instance, if 5 rules denoted by R out of 15 evaluations denoted by N satisfied the criteria that the person has an angry face then the confidence level was calculated as R/N = 5/15 = 0.33. The average of confidence level was calculated over a series of 10 continuous frames of tracked data. An illustrative list of the rules defining anger or aggressive activity used by the various modalities is as follows:
(1) If the y-coordinates of the left and right wrist are below respective y-coordinates of elbow and the x-coordinate of the left wrist is less than the x-coordinate of the elbow and x-coordinate of the right wrist is greater than x-coordinate of the right elbow then the rule evaluated to true. (1) indicates that the user is standing with hands on the waist. The Rule (2) indicates that the person has hands in a position to fist fight. Similarly, the rest of the rules define the actions such as an angry facial expression, raising arms to get ready to fight, frowning, sneering or shaking the head in disapproval, in terms of movement of the tracked feature points in x, y direction and the number of times the feature point moves and whether the movement is above or below a threshold distance and count.
Fusion Strategy
The research used decision level fusion based on majority voting. Based on the classifier outcome and the rule based feature classifier outcome each modality detected the current user as angry and aggressive or not angry. The fusion process was event driven. Every time a modality completed anger recognition an emotion detected event was raised which was handled by the fusion processing function. In this process the outcome of anger and aggression recognition from various modalities was used to determine whether anger class had received the highest vote from all the available outcomes at a given instance of time. Only the outcome above confidence level threshold T was considered. Based on experimental results the threshold of T >= 0.218 provided the best precision and recall rate results. Once the frame level outcome was determined from various modalities, it was then used to determine the recognition outcome of the session. For instance, the affect recognition outcome for a session of 1 minute, was determined based on the number of time anger was detected per total number of fusion execution runs. For example, if anger was detected 37 times out of 50 multimodal fusions in the span of one minute then the session confidence level for anger and aggressive behavior was 0.74.
RESULTS
Each individual participating in the study was asked to enact anger or aggression in front of the Kinect sensor. The participants also used aggressive language to express their anger. The recognition of aggressive behavior was done using only position and temporal feature based classifiers for the first set of results as discussed in the following section.
SVM Based Results
The overall performance of classifier for multiple modality using position and temporal features was 78.8%. The emotions with high precision were fear (83.3%) and surprise (81.7%). The precision for anger (74.4%), disgust (73.2%) and happy (76.8%) was low compared to fear and surprise. The following results show the confusion matrix of classifier for multiple modality using position and temporal geometric features.
Aggressive actions and anger detection from multiple modalities using Kinect 39:9 The most recognized emotions were surprise (83.8%) and anger (80%). Happy (73.6%), disgust (74%) and fear (75.9%) were recognized at a very similar level of 74%. Surprise was misclassified with fear (5.5%) and happy (4.8%). Anger was misclassified with happy (5.1%) and disgust (6.2%).
SVM + Rule Based Results
The study proposed use of rule based anger prediction to augment the results from the classifier based recognition. The results of the experiment are shown in the following section. The overall performance of classifier for multiple modality using rule based features was 93.51%. The emotions with high precision were anger (99.6%), sad (99.4%), disgust (98.3%) and happy (91.1%). The precision for surprise (86.1%) and fear (85.5%) was low compared to the other 4 emotions. The following results show the confusion matrix of classifier for multiple modality using rule based features. The most recognized emotions were disgust (99.6%), surprise (99.2%), fear (98.8%) and anger (91.7%). Sad was misclassified with fear (16.2%). Happy was misclassified with surprise (13.9%). The misclassifications occurred for emotions within the same emotion quadrant on valence-arousal axis. The classification, precision and recall rates showed improvement by combining the classifier and rule based recognition. The rule based features were not applicable to the speech modality because recognition was done using dictionary lookup and did not include features that could be used in rule based evaluation of emotion.
CONCLUSIONS
In this research, we implemented position and temporal feature based aggression and anger detection using data obtained from infrared sensor such as Microsoft Kinect. Multiple modalities were used for tracking various facial points, body and limb joints and speech. The combination of supervised learning classification and rule based features for determination of anger and aggressive activity showed improvement in results. The fusion strategy used during multimodal affect recognition proved efficient because of the ability to accommodate absence of outcomes from individual modalities at a given instance of time. The precision and recall for anger recognition were in the range of 74.4% and 80% respectively. The precision improved to 99.6% and recall improved to 91.7%. Thus the behavioral rule based features improved the anger recognition performance. The results indicated that an infrared equipped surveillance system is indeed feasible and can be used in early detection of aggressive behavior. As a future scope the study would consider spontaneous aggressive behavior in a real environment instead of enacted anger in a controlled setting of the experimental setup.
